Introduction
In order to facilitate electronic commerce, i.e. doing business via electronic networks like Internet or World Wide Web, in international trade, paper-based documents buyer demands this evidence, in trade procedures have to be replaced by electronic the risk that he will pre-pay goods that are never messages. This can be viewed as a business process shipped. The bill of lading can be used as evidence. redesign problem. The paper-based procedure has to be When the seller ships the goods in the port of redesigned for an electronic environment. In this paper
Rotterdam onto the vessel of th we propose a formal framework to support this redesign then the transport company will process. In particuIar, we argue that deontic logic, i.e. which proves that he received goods from the seller. If the logic about obligations, pertnissions and rights, is a the seller gives this b useful tool for this procedure redesign.
buyer will pay for the seller the bill of lading i In this paper we present a first sketch of a formal framework to represent and analyze the dynamics of transferable obligations. This framework is a combination of different modal logics, of which deontic logic is the most prominent one. In this paper we do not introduce new logics. Rather we show how a proper combination of two existing logics can be used for the modeling and analysis of intemational @ d e procedures. The framework should provide concepts that are adequate to construct the, what we will call, Deontic Deep Structure Model (DDSM) behind the procedures. This deontic deep structure plays an important role in the (re)design of procedures.
Transferable obligations in international

A redesign methodology based on deontic deep structure models
In the case of (re)design of procedures it is essential to understand the underlying functionality of the procedure. For what purpose was the procedure introduced? Why were certain documents introduced? And, more specifically for redesign, is the procedure still needed, or can the underlying functionality be implemented by a more efficient procedure. This last question is in particular interesting in the case of the 'electronification' of a procedure in electronic commerce; i.e. adapting procedures to make them applicable in electronic networks environments. Currently, the usual redesign approach is simply to replace paper-based documents one-to-one by electronic data interchange (EDI) documents, but this approach does not make the best use of the potential of electronification (see e.g. [7] ). In particular, electronif'ying every document in a procedure does not address the issue whether parts of or even the whole procedure is still needed in an electronic environment. One could describe the currently dominant approach to electronify documents one-to-one into their electronic counterparts as a type of superficial redesign. In contrast with a type of redesign, which one could call deep redesign, that is based on first modeling the underlying functionality of the whole procedure.
What should such a model of the underlying functionality look like? In many procedures documents play a crucial role. For example, passport for identification, import or export clearance documents, bills of lading in intemational sea transport. The purpose of most of these documents is fraud prevention or detection. In general, one could say that fraud means that somebody violated his obligation to do action p, while he pretends to have done p. Fraud is easy, when it is hard for the victim to detect it. For example, in the international trade example discussed above the seller could deceive the buyer by sending a forged bill of lading without shipping any goods. In this case the seller violated his obligation to ship the goods, while he pretended to have fulfilled his obligation by sending the forged bill of lading. In order to prevent this type of fraud, it is usually required that a representative of the transport company signs the bill of lading. Another fraud risk of the bill of lading is that its uniqueness has to be secured. Since the buyer can use this document to exercise his right to claim the goods, it is essential that there are no copies of this document. Also this h u d risk can be reduced by having a signature on the document. In addition to these two functions there are yet another dozen functions that the bill of lading must have in order to prevent the different types of fraud risk that are related to the underlying obligations and rights. In the redesign process it is essential to preserve these functions of the bill of lading. How do you secure, for example, the uniqueness of bill of lading if it is replaced by an electronic message that can be copied millions of time without leaving a trace? This can be solved by adding an electronic signature to the electronic bill of lading. However, this electronic signature, based on public key cryptography technology, is quite different from the signature on a paper document. For example, the use of electronic signatures requires the introduction of an extra party on the electronic network, the so-called trusted third parties, that act as notaries for the distribution of the public keys. These fraud prevention and detection functions of a document are best analyzed in relation to the obligations and rights that they are supposed to secure. Since obligations are essential for fraud analysis, it is an obvious choice that the underlying functionality of procedures should be analyzed in a deontic model. The formal framework presented in this paper should provide the logical concepts for this deontic deep structure model of a procedure.
The ultimate objective of the research at Euridis is to develop a computer-supported methodology for procedure redesign that consists of the following three phases that are represented in Figure 1 . First, a deontic deep structure model of the existing procedure is developed. Secondly, to this model we apply a library of heuristics that can be used to reduce the risk of h u d related to this specific deontic deep structure model. These heuristics take as input this deontic model, and they produce as output a template for a procedure that include paper or ED1 documents which give optimal 495 protection against potential fraud. The third phase is that these templates are graphically represented as Petri nets, which are generated with the modeling tool CaselEDI that was developed at Euridis (e.g. see [I] ).
The heuristics for an electronic environment might be different from a paper-based environment. For example, implementing a signature on a paper document is completely different from implementing an electronic signature on an electronic message. Another example is that in an appropriately secured electronic environment the ED1 version of a pass t might be no longer needed, because the commu ion protocol is defined in such a way that nobody can present himself on the network as another person. 
Redesign methodology
Although there are currently techniques available to implement modal logics (see e.g. [5] ), it is not the primary objective of our research to make the logics in the framework itself computer executable. These logics are used for representation rather than complex reasoning. In the deontic deep structure models all the relevant aspects of the underlying obligations and rights are supposed to be explicitly represented, hence very little extra reasoning about these deontic aspects is required. Also applying the heuristics to the deontic deep structure models is more a pattern recognition than a complex reasoning process.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 and 3 we present several logics that are incorporated in the formal hmework in order to make it suitable fb' representation of obligations in procedures. In section 4 we will informally discuss some examples. In section 5
we show how the formal fi-amework is applied to provide a deontic deep structure model of the examples. In section 6 we draw some conclusions and discuss some further extensions of the framework. 
The logic of d cted obligations
The logic of (in)direct action
In many business situations an agent has the obligation to do something, but he is delegating the execution of this action to another agent. The boss in an organization can delegate the tasks he is obliged to do to a subordinate. A seller of goods can hire a transport company to deliver the goods at the place of the buyer, if it was stipulated in the contract that the seller was obliged to do so. Delegating the execution of a task to another agent is sometimes called indirect action.
In their logic Herrestad and Krogh use the action operator iE, representing "i brings it about" or "i sees to it that". In their definition of this operator no distinction is made between direct and indirect action. In other words, in iEA it is not clear whether agent i himself is bringing about A, or that another person is doing it for him. In (Santos and Carmo, 1996) Santos and Carmo argue that it is of vital importance for modeling in organizational analysis to make this distinction. They even suggest to introduce two different operators to represent this distinction formally, namely iE and iG. They start with the following axioms for the iE operator
The [TI schema captures the intuition that if agent i brings it about that A, then A is indeed the case (;E is a 'success' operator). The [C] schema presupposes c e temporality. The [RE] schema is closure under logical equivalence. Santos and Canno discuss which of the following properties should be accepted:
Accepting [EEE] would mean that an agent may "bring about" indirectly (by using another agent). Accepting [EElE] is a way of insisting that ,EA means that agent i must bring it about that A is the case by himself (directly). The claim of Santos and Carmo is that we need both notions. Therefor they introduce a new operator ;G, read as "agent i ensures that", which denotes indirect action. We accept for iE the additional axiom m l E ] . This means that we will read iEA as "agent i executes A (with his own hands)". The operator iG has the following formal properties:
With schema [GGG] having the following reading: "whenever agent i ensures that agent j ensures that A, agent i also ensures that A". With respect to the relationships between the different agency operators (the direct and indirect), we should accept (at least) the following reasonable principles:
The first principle is fundamental and states that "whenever agent i brings it about that A, agent i also ensures that A" (bringing about is a particular case of ensuring). The other two state respectively that "whenever i ensures that j brings it about A, i also ensures that j ensures that A and "whenever i brings it about that j brings it about A, i also brings it about that j ensures A". The last one states that "whenever agent i brings it about that A, i ensures that i brings it about A.
The semantics of ,G are given by a model structure: M = cW, G, P, I >, where W is inteqreted as a set of worlds { wl,w2,wg,,..), P is a valuation function which assigns the values true or false to a sentence at a world in W. I is a set of individuals ( i l , i2, .. ,in}, and G is a set of functions (gl, g2, ...,g,} for each individual i l , i2. 
Santos and Carmo state that their operators ,E and ,G are particularly useful to capture the notion of responsibility in an organization. These operators are also useful for modeling certam aspects of obligations in inter-organizational situations. The formal framework that we discussed in the introduction is based on the combination of the two logics from Herrestad and Krogh, and Santos and Carmo. The way we combine these two logics is and Krogh we replac by the semantics o f t framework forth notion of indirec
Some examples
given in the next secti first step in the contr agents agree to the agreement creates an certain goods and in re the buyer to pay for is shown in state 1 deliver the goods contract that T is transporting certain grand piano of Hor direct action for the aspect of this exam company. Of course, if the seller is sued by the buyer, then the seller in his turn will make a claim against the transport company for non-delivery, but that is another matter. We will see that this aspect is reflected in the deontic deep structure model. The holder of a Bill of Lading (BoL) can exercise his right to claim the goods from the transport company. Reciprocally, the transport company has an obligation to deliver the goods to the holder of the bill of lading.
In the initial state 1 in Figure 3 the buyer B, that prepaid the goods, holds the bill of lading. Now we assume in state 2 that B sells the goods to another agent, the new buyer N. This includes the obligation that B gives the bill of lading to N, and in return N is obliged to pay for the goods. Because the holder of the bill of lading changes from agent B to agent N, the obligation for the transport company to deliver the goods also changes. This is what we call a transfer cf rights. The right of agent B is transferred to agent N. 
Deontic deep structure models for the examples
In this section we illustrate how a deontic deep structure model for each of the examples from the previous section is represented in the formal framework. The deontic deep structure model for Example 1 shows that we have to formally distinguish between direct and indirect agency, i.e. to distinguish between the ,G and ,E operators. Figure 4 is the deontic deep structure model for Example 1. In the initial state none of the agents has an obligation. The contract 1 about sale of goods between seller S and buyer B yields the transition from state 1 to state 2. The symbol D represents the delivery action and M represents the payment action. In state 2 we see that both agent S and agent B have an obligation, 'Ihe contract 2 between agent S and agent T concerning the delivery yields the next transition. In state 3 the seller S and the transport company T have a new obligation because of contract 2. The transfer of agency of the delivery of the goods is reflected by the introduction of the new obligation tOs(tED) in state 3. The delivery D is a direct action for T (as stipulated in contract 2), and an indirect action for S, which is represented by the obligation sOb(sGD). The transfer of agency from agent S to agent T causes new reciprocal obligations, none of the previous obligations have disappeared. Hence, this example shows that agency transfer does not release the bearer of his responsibility to fulfill his initial obligation to deliver the goods. In particular, the agent S is still liable for non-delivery of the goods by agent T. If T does not deliver the goods, then agent B makes the damage claim related to this non-delivery against agent S, not against agent T. This is reflected by the fact that in the obligation sOb(sGD) agent B can still make a claim against agent S. Of course, in case of such a claim from B against S, the latter agent will make a claim against agent T, but these are two different claims. As we explained in section I the operator 0, represents who can claim in the case of violation of the obligation. Therefore, we consider that in this example sOb(sGD) is still an obligation that has to be fulfilled by S, hence S only transferred his agency of the delivery of the goods, not his liability. The fact that, in case of a non-delivery claim by B, S can make a claim against T, is reflected in the obligation tOs(tGD), where S is the claimant with respect to T if there is non-delivery of goods. The buyer is obliged to give the bill of lading to the transport company. Subsequently, in state 2 the buyer sells the goods by contract 1 to the new buyer N, which includes that the buyer is obliged to give the bill of lading to the new buyer. In return the new buyer is obliged to pay for the goods. Hence, the right to claim the goods is transferred from agent B to agent N. This is represented in state 2 of the Deontic Deep Structure Model. The transport company's obligation has changed from tOb(tGD) to tOn(tGD). So, the counterparty of the transport company's obligation has changed from agent B to agent N. In addition to this transfer of rights two new obligations are created; namely bOn(bGB) and nOb(nGM). The first represents that agent B has to transfer the bill of lading to agent N. The latter represents that agent N has to pay money to agent B.
Conclusions and further research
In this paper we presented a first sketch of a formal framework for representing deontic deep structure models for trade procedures. This framework is based on a proper combination of the deontic logic of Herrestad and Krogh and the acuon logic of Santos and Carmo. We illustrated with two examples how the formal framework can be applied to analyze some international trade procedures in which obligations are transferred from one agent to another agent. In future research we plan to extend the framework in the following ways..
In this paper the state transitions in the deontic deep structure models are described informally. From a formal point of view these state transitions can be analyzed as actions that are brought about by illocutionary acts such as committing oneself to an framework.
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